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CC.2.1.6.E.4 Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers.

Taught in Unit(s)
Unit 3
ExpIanation/Example )of Standard
Understand that positive and negative numbers are used together to describe quantities having opposite
directions or values and location on the number line and coordinate plane.
Understand ordering and absolute value of rational numbers.
Common Misconceptions

•

Students may apply the rules for positive integers to negative integers (the further from zero the largerthe
value).
When labeling a number line students may have difficulty going below zero.
In the discussion of positive integers and their opposites, students may need reminded that zero is its own
opposite (it is neither positive or negative).
As students work to compare integers and rational numbers they may be confused about what inequality
symbol to use (the opening points towards the larger value). They may also need reminded that negative
integers work opposite of positives when being compared.
During the translating of problems, students may forget to bring the negative symbols.
When finding absolute value, there may confusion when dealing with positive numbers. Absolute value is
always a distance and distance cannot be negative, therefore absolute value of a negative integer is always
a positive value.

Bigldea(s) Essential Question (s)
Integers and Rational Numbers can be used to
represent real-world situations through various
methods [graphs, number lines, etc.)

Understanding integers and their appropriate
representations will aid in the conceptualization of
other mathematical concepts (comparing values,
absolute value, graphing, number lines, real-world
problems.

How can you use integers to solve real world
problems?
How do you identify an integer and its opposite?
How do you compare and order integers?
How do you find absolute value?
How can you use rational numbers to solve
real world problems?
How do you classify rational numbers?
How can you identify opposites and absolute
value of rational numbers?

How do you compare and order rational
numbers?

Resources

Assessment Anchor Eligible Content

M06.A-N.3.1.1
M06.A-N.3 Apply and extend
previous understandings of
numbers to the system of

rational numbers.

Represent quantities in real-world contexts using positive
and negative numbers, explaining the meaning of 0 in
each situation Ce.g., temperature above/below zero,
elevation above/below sea level, credits/debits,
positive/negative electric charge).

M06.A-N.3.1.2
Determine the opposite of a number and recognize that
the opposite of the opposite of a number is the number
itself [e.g., -C-3) = 3; 0 is its own opposite).

M06.A-N.3.1.3 Locate and plot integers and other rational numbers on a
horizontal or vertical number line; locate and plot pairs of



Name Date

( 1Understanding Positive and Negative Numbers - Guided Lesson Explanation

Explanation#l

Step 1) If the values are above the sea level that would mean that the
number is positive. If the values would have been given below sea level
then the value would have been negative.

The given values are above sea level, so the values are positive.

To find the height that John hiked up the mountain subtract 250 from 1,500.

1500 - 250 = 1,250

He hiked up to the height 1,250 feet above sea level.

Explanation#2

When the number is negative, it means that the value is decreasing.

If the value increases that means the value is positive.

The temperature increases in this case, it has to be positive. The value of

change was indicated as being 50. So the answer is a) 50

Explanation#3

Step 1) At 10 AM, the temperature is negative and at noon it is positive. This
means that the temperature has increased. Increased temperature means
that it got warmer.

Step 2) In order to find out how many degrees warmer we have to subtract.

(-4) from 10.

10 - (-4) = 14

So the weather is 14° degrees warmer.

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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Understanding Positive and Negative Numbers - Step-by-Step Lesson

Learning About Negatives:

1) If the temperature were to drop 47

degrees, which number would display

this best?

c

y
s

a) 47 b) -147 c) 147 d) -47

Explanation:

Step 1) When the number is negative it means that the quantity is

decreasing and if that quantity increase than the value is positive.

So if the temperature drops that means that the value is decreasing. It has

to be a negative amount. That would leave us with a choice of b or d. The

problem states a "47" degree change, so the answer is d)-47.

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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[Understanding Positive and Negative Numbers - Guided Lesson

Complete the following problems:

1) John is a mountaineer. He went on a long hike. He

started his hike at 250 feet above sea level. When he

reached the peak of the mountain, he was at

1,500 feet above sea level. How many feet did

John hike up the mountain?

2) If the temperature increases and becomes 50 degrees, which number

would display this best?

a) 50 b)-150 c) 150 d) -50

3) At 10 AM it was -4° C. At noon it was 10° C. Did it get warmer or

colder? How many degrees warmer or colder did it get?

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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Understanding Positive and Negative Numbers - Independent Practice Worksheet

Solve all problems.

1) Dave loves under water diving. His house boat

is 250 feet above sea level. He jumped from that

level. He went 600 feet below sea level. How

many feet did Dave go under the water?

•;•»

^
2) If the temperature rises to 80 degrees, which number would display this best?

a) -80 b)-180 c) 180 d) 80

3) In the morning the temperature was 5° C. In the evening it was 15° C.

Did it get warmer or colder? How many degrees warmer or colder did it get?

4) The temperature goes down 20 degrees. Which number displays this change?

a) 20 b) 120 c) -20 d)-120

5) George enjoys skydiving. He jumped from a helicopter at 8000 feet above

sea level. He then landed on a mountain at 5000 feet above sea level. How

many feet did George descend?

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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6) The temperature goes down 20 degrees, which option shows this?

a) 20 b) 120 c) -20 d)-120

7) At noon the temperature was 30° C. At night it becomes 25° C. How

many degrees warmer or colder did it get?

8) The temperature goes up by 90 degrees, which option shows this?

a) 90 b) 190 c) -90 d)-190

9) If the temperature is 40 degrees Celsius, is the weather warm or cold?

10) At midnight the temperature was 20° C. In the morning it becomes 25°

C. How many degrees warmer or colder did it get?

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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Understanding Positive and Negative Numbers - Matching Worksheet

Match the word problems to their answers. Write the letter of the answer that
matches the problem.

1. Andrew's hobby is mountaineering. He
started his hike at 250 feet above sea level.
When he reached the peak of the mountain
he was at 1700 feet above sea level. How
many feet did Jake hike up the mountain?

a. 7 degrees

2. In the daytime, the temperature was 50° b. 5 degrees

C. In the evening it becomes 35° C. How

many degrees warmer or colder did it get?

3. If the temperature is 60 degrees Celsius,

is the weather warm or cold?

c. -15 degrees

4. In the morning the temperature was 8° C. d. 1450

In the evening it was 15° C. Did it get

warmer or colder? How many degrees

warmer or colder did it get?

5. At midnight the temperature was 20° C. e. Cold

In the morning it becomes 25° C. How many

degrees warmer or colder did it get?

6. If temperature is -8 degrees (Celsius or

Fahrenheit; take your pick). Is the weather

cold or warm?

f. Warm

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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Working with Absolute Value - Guided Lesson Explanation

Explanation*!

a) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The absolute value of a number is its distance from 0.

On a number line, 4 is 4 units to the right of 0.

4 is the absolute value of 4.

b) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The absolute value of a number is its distance from 0.

On a number line, -27 is 27 units to the left of 0.

27 is the absolute value of -27 .

c) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The absolute value of a number is its distance from 0.

On a number line, -18 is 18 units to the left of 0.

18 is the absolute value of -18.

Explanation#2

a) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The number inside the sign | | when comes out, becomes positive.

-6+l-4[ = -6+4 =-2

Answer is -2

b) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The number inside the sign | | when comes out, becomes positive.

8 - |-4| = 8-4=4

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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Answer is 4

c) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The number inside the sign when comes out, becomes positive.

-|-4|-|9| = -4-9 =-13

Answer is -13

Explanation#3

Step la) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2a) The number inside the sign | | when comes out, becomes positive.

-8 4-1 4|
-8 +4 = -4

Answer is -4.

b) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The number inside the sign j | when comes out, becomes positive.

-1-11-7
-1 -7 = -8

Answer is-8.

c) Step 1) Absolute values are positive or zero.

Step 2) The number inside the sign | | when comes out, becomes positive.

|5|-|-3| = 5-3=2
Answer is 2.

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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I Working with Absolute Value - Independent Practice Worksheet

Complete all the problems.

1. Find the absolute value.

(3)1-31 =_ (b) |-77| =

2. Simplify each equation below.

(a)-7-171 =_ (b)-|-2| + |9| =.

3. Find the absolute value.

(a) |36| =_ (b) |-45|

4. Simplify each equation below.

(a) 10- |8| =_ (b)-1-12) + |20|

5. Find the absolute value.

(3)1-281 =_ (b) |59| =

6. Simplify each equation below.

(a)-19- |5| =_ (b) |-17| + |25|

7. Find the absolute value.

(a) 1-871 =_ (b) |-67| =.

8. Simplify each equation below.

(a)-32-|28|=_ (b)-1-11] + |16|

9. Find the absolute value.

(a) 1-281 =_ (b) |16| =

10. Simplify each equation below.

(a)-45- |35| = (b)-1-551 + |30|

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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Working with Absolute Value - Step-by-Step Lesson

Lesson 1 Absolute Value Problem:

1. Find the absolute value.

|6|

Explanation:

Absolute values focus on the size or magnitude of a number. They do not
leave any regard for the sign of the number, as a result absolute values are
positive or zero. The absolute value of a number is its distance from 0.

6

^

-6-5-4-3-2-101 234 5

Again it does not matter if the number is negative or positive. On a number
line, 6 is 6 units to the right of 0. So the absolute value is 6.

As you can see above, -6 and 6 have the same absolute value since they are
6 units from 0.

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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Working with Absolute Value - Guided Lesson

Complete the following problems:

1) Find the absolute value.

(a) I4| (b) 1-27) = (c)|-18|

2) Simplify each equation below.

(a)-6 + |-4| =

(b) 8-1-31 =

(c)-1-21-191

3) Simplify each equation below.

(a)-8- |4| =.

0

;'

m
c^,t

s £-

s-

(b)-1-11 + |7|

(c) 5-1-31 =

Tons of Free Math Worksheets at: © www.mathworksheetsland.com
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PSSA ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS GRADE 6 s'.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS TEST DIRECTIONS FOR READING PASSAGES AND
QUESTIONS

Directions:

On the following pages are the Reading passages and questions.
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Directions for Text-Dependent Analysis fTDA) Prompts:

The English Language Arts TDA prompt will ask you to analyze the passage and^^^^y^
:from.:thepassage|tpjwrite:an^essay.,-': , . ^
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For the TDA Essay: ,;!!|?
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•

•»::

Be sure to read the passage and the TDA prompt carefully, ti Is

Review the Writer's Checklist to help you plan and organize your response.

^ou may look back at the passage to help you write your essay.
;:ftili1
Ki9XiiWriteyour essay in the appropriate space in the answer booklet. If you use

scratch paper to write a rough-draft essay,be sure to transfer your final essay to theg
answer tooo^et. ;,,,:;^ : :,, . :::,: l'',:: M^I.;\1:.:.T:

Besure to check that your essay contains evidence from the passage to ^^^^^^^^^^^^
^suppoftyourTesponse..^^
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PSSA ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS GRADE 6

PASSAGE 1

The following passage and poem are about inventions. Read the passage and answer
questions 1-4. Then, read the poem and answer questions 5-9.

Professor Naismith's New Game
by Jessica Van Dessel

"Touch your toes! Bend your knees! Up and down!" Ernest grumbled bitterly. "Over and over and
over again! Wouldn't it drive you out of your mind?"

Jimmie didn't bother to reply as he stumbled along behind his brother on their way to the YMCA.
It was just too cold to talk, this December day in 1891. Besides, Ernest was only complaining about
his physical education class again.

"Football," Ernest went on, "is worth coming to class for. So's baseball. But what can you do
when the playing fields are frozen and covered with snow? You're stuck in the gym, lifting dumbbells.
One-two, one-two! What fun!"

Jimmie was proud of his older brother, most of the time. He was attending the International
YMCA Training School in their hometown of Springfield, Massachusetts, studying to qualify as a
future YMCA director. But now he had this gym class. For weeks, they'd been doing nothing but
gymnastic drills and calisthenics. Class was boring, and Ernest disliked it. Jimmie was just tired of
hearing about it.

"I'm not the only one who's fed up, either," Ernest was saying. "We're grown men in this class,
not kids. If something doesn't change soon, everyone's going to—" He broke off. They had entered
the gymnasium.

Jimmie pulled off his coat and scarf, glad to be out of the wind. He gazed around. The gym was
built like a fortress, with high windows and thick walls. A narrow balcony, about ten feet above the
floor, ringed the entire room. Along the walls were racks of dumbbells and heavy wooden exercise
clubs.

With Jimmie tagging behind, Ernest crossed the gym to where a big man with a mustache was
directing the janitor up on a ladder. "Professor Naismith?" Ernest placed his hand on Jimmie's
shoulder. "Can my little brother stay here during class?"

The man turned and looked Jimmie up and down. "I suppose so," he said. "But he'll have to go
up on the balcony, out of the way."

"Yes, sir!" Ernest grabbed Jimmie's collar and trotted him over to the stairs. "Don't cause any
trouble," he warned in a whisper. Jimmie shook himself free and shot up the stairs. He strolled
around the balcony until he reached the other side of the gym, far away from his brother. Then he
hung his arms over the railing and surveyed the scene below.

PSSA Grade 6 English Language Arts Item and Scoring Sampler—September 2019 6
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There were eighteen adult students in the class. Most of them looked to be in their twenties.
Each wore a gym uniform—gray woolen pants and a long-sleeved black jersey. Jimmie waited for
them to tine up and start the boring exercises Ernest had described. Instead, Professor Naismith
gathered them and held up a soccer ball.

"Today," the professor announced, "we're going to try something new."
Groans echoed through the gym as the class anticipated a new drill. Naismith gestured for

silence.

"A few weeks ago, the athletic department director presented me with a challenge: invent a
new game. It could be any kind of game, as long as it could be played indoors without damaging
either the players or the facilities—and as long as it was more enjoyable than these endless exercise
drills." Professor Naismith grinned, and the class muttered agreement. "I had fourteen days to invent
the game. Well, today's the deadline, and all I've got is an idea I thought up at three o'clock this
morning. But we're going to try it anyway!"

"This will be a game of skill rather than strength! It will be fair to all players! The object is to throw
this ball into one of those baskets." Professor Naismith pointed in Jimmie's direction. Jimmie looked
down; nailed to the lower edge of the balcony, just below his feet, was an empty peach basket. A
second basket was nailed up on the opposite side of the gym.

Professor Naismith took a sheet of paper from his pocket and read out the rules of his new
game. The ball could be thrown or batted in any direction. A player could not run with the ball. He
had to throw it from the spot where he caught it. Pushing, tripping, and tackling were forbidden.

Jimmie liked what he heard. This sounded like a game he could play.
"Break into two teams of nine," Naismith said and walked to the center of the gym. Buzzing with

interest, the class followed him.

"The game will start when I release the ball. One ...Two. .." Jimmie leaned forward, gripping
the balcony rail as the professor counted. "THREE!" Naismith flipped the ball straight up into the air.
With wild yells, eighteen bodies lunged after it.

One man grabbed the ball. He stood in place while his teammates ran toward their basket,
shouting for him to pass it. The opposing players jumped around with raised arms, hoping to block
or intercept the ball. Jimmie raced around the balcony, trying to keep up with the action as the
ball passed among the men below. When a large, red-haired man on Ernest's team got the ball, he
looked down the court and threw it with one hand straight at the goal. It sailed under the basket and
out of bounds.

PHWEET! Professor Naismith blew his whistle. "Pass the ball!" he shouted. "Pass it to a
teammate who's closer to the basket!"

The first player to reach the ball tossed it back onto the court. Then Ernest got the ball. He tried
to pass it to a teammate closer in, as Naismith instructed, but an opponent grabbed it in midair,
turned, and heaved it wildly toward his own goal. The ball missed by a mile and bounced beneath
the balcony. Five men went for it at once, smashing into the equipment racks. CRASH! Dumbbells
rolled all over the floor.

PHWEET!

"Time out!" Naismith called. "Let's pick this up!" Both teams dashed over to clean up quickly so
they could continue the game. Soon the ball was back in play.

PSSA Grade 6 English Language Arts Item and Scoring Sampler—September 2019 7
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Although Professor Naismith often had to blow his whistle and stop the game as the players
broke the rules or crashed into each other, Jimmie thought the men were getting a little better at
moving the ball around. The class was certainly getting a lot of exercise! Nobody was quite sure
what he was supposed to be doing, but they were all doing it as hard as they could anyway.

Now the ball belonged to a fellow named Bill Chase. Holding it above his head, he ducked to
dodge an elbow—then realized he had an open shot to the basket. With both feet flat on the ground,
Chase aimed carefully, then pushed the ball from his chest with two hands, lobbing it softly through
the air in a high arc. Jimmie held his breath. The ball swooped down, teetered on the rim of the
basket, and fell in.

"Yes!" Jimmie shouted with joy. Ernest's team erupted in cheers, while the opposing players
good-naturedly tried to boo them down. Professor Naismith placed his hands on his hips and smiled
broadly.

Then the cheering and shouting died away. Jimmie looked down. Eighteen faces were staring up
at the balcony with puzzled expressions. They'd just realized something.

The ball was in the basket.

The basket was ten feet off the ground.
"After we score a goal, sir," someone ventured, "how do we get the ball back?"
Professor Naismith rubbed his forehead. "I guess we'll have to borrow the janitor's ladder again."
But before the janitor could come plodding back in, Jimmie had an idea. He knelt down above

the basket and stretched his arms through the balcony rail. He could just touch the ball with his
fingertips, but it was enough. He pulled the ball up and pushed it over the rim.

Both teams hurrahed as the ball dropped down and bounced across the floor. Everyone
scrambled after it. CRASH!

PHWEET!
"We're out of time!" Naismith announced. "Class is over." hie grinned at their disappointed faces.

"Don't tell me you actually enjoyed our session today!"
Jimmie didn't want the game to end, either. As he came slowly down the stairs, Ernest smiled at

him, proud that he had helped out.
"What do you call your game, sir?" Bill Chase asked, still puffing from the exercise.
Naismith shrugged. "I hadn't thought about a name. Gymnasium-Ball, perhaps?"
"That's too dull for such a good game," the red-haired fellow said. Jimmie agreed. An exciting

sport like this should have a really good name, something with a lot of bounce that caught the whole
spirit of the game.

"How about Naismith-Ball?" someone suggested. The professor waved that away with a snort.
As the class filed out, Jimmie listened to the men discussing ways to solve the problem of

retrieving the ball.
"If there was a string you could pull, to tip the basket and shake the ball out..."
"Or if you poked a long stick into the basket, maybe you could push the ball out. .."
Jimmie frowned. He had a feeling they were all missing a perfectly simple solution.

PSSA Grade 6 English Language Arts Item and Scoring Sampler—September 2019 8
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"I can get an old basket," Ernest was saying, "and nail it up to the haymow in our barn. Jimmie,
old pal, I'll need to borrow your soccer ball."

"Only if I can play, too!"

Jimmie couldn't wait to show his friends the new game. He knew they'd love it. And they would
show their friends, and those friends would show friends, until pretty soon, everyone would be
playing it.

Basket-Ball, Jimmie thought. That's what we ought to call it.

Ri-
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Multi ple-Choice Ouestion

1. How does Jimmie's expedenee in the balcony most eontnbufe to the plot in "Professor
Naismith's New Game"?

A JEmmEe learns the rules of the game so that foe will be ready to play in the future*
B. Jimmie is able to ffiink about a name for the ;game while he is watGhing it
C. tlEmmie helps Professor Naismith decicte when it Is time to pass the bail.
D. Jimmie is abje tofetrieve frte bail so fhat the game ean ©ontinue.

Evidence-Based Selected-Response Question

2. TOs question has two parts. Answer Part ©ne andl then answer Part Jwo.

EartOne

What is the main problem at the beginning 0f"Prc>fessor Naismitb's New Qame"?

A. The students want to be treated as adu!ts.

B. The students dislikethe rules of the'neW game.
C. The students prefer to play outsiae in ceN weather.
D. The sto-iderrts think the physical education class is boring,

Part Two

Whiehi evidence from the passage best supports the answer in Part One? Choose one answer

A. ° f0ver and over and over again! Woyldn't it drive you out of your mind?' "
B. " (Byt what can you do when the playing fieids are frozen and coviered with snow?'"
C. " 'We're grown meri in this class, not kids. If something doesnt change soon, fiveryorie's

•?}going to-'
D. " 'This wil! be a game of skill rattier than strength! St will be fair to alt piayers}'"



3. Whicih description is the best summary of "Professor Naismith's New Game"?

A. Ernest Gomplains about his gym dass. Jimmie is tired of listening to his brother fatk about
the class. Jimmie sits in the balcony and watches while the professor talks about a new
game. The professor thought of ttie game in the mkldle of the night. The game has many
rules, and Jimmie thinks about playing the game someday.

B. Professor Naismith thinks up a new game for gym dass. Jimmie goes with his brother
Ernest to the class. The game uses baskets nailed to the balcony of the gymnasium. The
game has many rules, and Professor Najsmith expfajns them. He did not fhink about what
to do once the bali was Eo the basket. Jimmie watches how everyone in the game reacts.

C. Ernest complains to Jimmie about how boring his gym ciass is. However, once they get
there Professor Naismlth explains a new game he has created. Jimmie watches the game
from the baicony and retrieves the ball when it gets stuGk in the basket. Ernest and Jimmie
discuss the game on the way home and Jimmie thinks of a name for it,

D. Bnest and Jimmie help Professor Naisnnjth think up a new game. Professcr Nalsmith asks
Jimmje to sit in the balcony and get the ball when it goes into the basket. Sometimes the
players do not know what they are doing. White he watGftes the game, Jimmie thinks about
ways to improve it. At the end of the passage, Jimmie thinks of a nam&for the game.

4. HowdoestheauthorGfeyelopthepQJntof view Jn"RrofessQrNaismIth's New Game"?

A. The author uses first person to describe f he events from Ernst's perspective.

B. The author uses first person to describe the events from Professor Naismith's perspecfive.

G. The author uses third person to describe the events through the observations of Jinnmie.

D. The author uses third person to desGribe ttle events thirough an outsider recording the
action.



PASSAGE 2

PSSA ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS GRADE 6

Inspired Inventions

by Gautam Sen

A flying kite inspired man for a flight—
a dragonfly instilled helicopter;
a rainbow aroused a painter's delight,
mountains converted man into sculptor.

A shooting star infused a rocket's flight
with speed of a comet added to it.
As dazzled all o'er with lightning at night—
electricity made dark nights moonlit.

Concepts from myths did never get ignored;
Sun's chariot forced the thought of a deal
into many primitive hearts that soared—
so power of a horse was put to a wheel.

Great Masterminds with deep inner notions
unveiled clues before their intrusive eyes;
with their inventions and innovations

they fetched modem science a smiling sunrise.
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MuItipIe-Chotce Questions

5. Read the lines from "Inspired Inventions."

"a dragonfly instilled heficopt»;"

"A shooting star infused a rocket's flight"

How do these fines eontribute to the development of a main theme Sn the poem?

A. The iines support the idea that some inventions are quite simple.

B. The lines support the idea that some inventJQns are inspired by nature.

C. The lines support the idea that inventors need to explain their inventions.

D. The lines support the idea that inventors must Qvercome many ehalienges.

6. Read the line froim "inspired tnventions."

"Great Masterminds with deep inner notions"

How does the phrase "Great Masterminds" impact the meaning of the poem?

A. The phrase emphasizes the Ghallenges inventors face as they work on tnventions.

B. The phrase shows that inventors tike to have control over their jhventions.

C. The phrase shows how pndeful some inventors must feel.

D. The phrase emphasizes a sincere respect for inventors.

fc

7. Read the line from "inspired Inventions."

"they fetched modern science a smiling sunrise."

What does the metaphor "smiling sunrise" convey about modern science?

A. Modern science continues to have an optimistic future.

B. Modern science fries to attract many different inventors.

C, Modern SGiente recognizes the sun as a power source,

D. Modern science makes inventors happy.
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Evidence--BasedS6lected-Re!Sponse Question

8. This question has two parts. Ariswer Part One and then answer Port Two.

Part One

Which theme is shareci; by the jsassage and the poem?

A. , Someinventions lack recognition.
B. Some inventions are poorly imagined.
C, Some inventions bring great pleasure.
D. ^ Some jriyentioris are inspitad by the past.

Part Two

Which evidence ffom the passage and the poem sypportthaanswer in Part One? Choose twa
answers.

A. " 'After we score a god,sJti'SQiTteQnewBrrtyred, 'how do we get the bali baGl<?r"
("Professor NaismitK^ New Game"}

B. ** 'Dont tell msyovt aetu^iy enjoyed our session today}'" ("Professor lyaisnnith's Now
Game")

C. "a rainbow arouse a painter^ delight," ("Inspired {nyeRfions")
D. "CQEicepts ftom myths clicijtever get ignoi-ed^flnspJtBd Inventions")

iViultipIe-ChplceCluestiQn

9. How a^® "Professor Naismith's NewGarrie" and "Inspir^i Inventions" differeht in tt-ie way they
discuss insentions?

A. <(Pr@fessor Nalsmith's New Game" describes the carefu) planhing of one jhvention, and
inspired Inventions" descnlbes ttie carefut Rlannihg of many inventions.

B. "Professor Naismtth's New ©ame" focuses on a single event to show the origin of an
Inventioin, and "Inspired inyentions" describes the inspirations for several inventions.

€. "Professor Naismitffs New Game" contrasts a previous fnvention with a new one, and
"inspired Inventions" compares several Enventioo&

D. "ProfessQr Najsmith's New Game" exptains how an invention changed over time, and
"inspired Inventibns" explains the history of many Inventtons.
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PASSAGE 3

Read the following passage about Lynne Cox. Then answer question 10.

Long-distance swimmer and author Lynne Cox

by Michael Clarke

Lynne Cox is a famed open water swimmer and author of the best-selling book
Swimming to Antarctica (2004)—a chronicle of her swims across the Bering Strait, the
English Channel (twice), and one mile to the shores of Antarctica.

Her book Grayson (2006) is the remarkable story of her experience swimming with a lost
gray whale off the coast of California when she was just 17 years old. We spoke with
Lynne to get her thoughts on that amazing experience.

It's been a busy year for you. Oh very much so. I'm here today gone tomorrow. The book tour
that every author loves and dreads and loves again has me going. But, it's been a tremendous year.

After Swimming to Antarctica, why did you decide to venture into the young adult/
children's genre? Actually I wrote it for adults, but it turns out it's being read to all ages. The
youngest reader I met was four years old. The oldest is 97. It's really cool. I met a librarian from
Carlsbad, California, and she and her husband would take turns reading a page at a time at night.
You write a book and you never think about the way that story will be shared. But, it's so cool.

The book is very detailed about your experience in the water with a gray whale you
name Grayson. How did you come up with those details so many years after the event? It's a
combination of telling the story and making it more real by including details. So I went back and did
research on everything to make sure it was accurate. Things like, do gray whales have four or five
dimples on their back? I couldn't remember. I had to find that out. Or how big the mother whale gets
and whether the female is bigger than the male. (She is!)

I would also try to describe what it's like to swim in certain situations. What it's like swimming
through sunset. How the light becomes liquid. It's about trying to put the reader in the water with the
whale and me.

In the book you say, "Each day in the ocean was different." This day was certainly no
exception. Is that what you like about it? Absolutely! You never know what's going to happen. And
you have to adjust to it. You think, "Okay, I can't just do the same freestyle. I've got to cut down the
arm stroke." Or the waves will be strong so I'll have to work harder. It's hard for me to swim in a pool.

I just met a guy who swam Catalina Channel, and the way he trained for it was in his condo pool.
How amazing to do something so big and amazing in your condo pool. The amount of laps he had
to do. Wow.
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In the book you say, "Years later I realized that if I had found the baby whale on my first
dive, I might never have heard him speak underwater. .. and I would never have known how
far I could go down into the ocean depths on a single breath." How did the experience with
Grayson shape your belief in what was possible? I think it made me realize the things that are
impossible really aren't. I mean think about it... how do you find a mother whale in the Pacific
Ocean? I mean it's startling. Realizing I could do something like that made me understand in life
when things look really big, if you just take it in small steps—or small strokes—you get really close to
achieving what you want to do.

You also say, "I was beginning to realize that I needed to not only prepare physically for
something, but mentally as well." Is that the real struggle with long swims—the mental side?
Physical training prepares you mentally. During the swim with Grayson I was scared and wanted to
get out of the water, but I kept talking to myself and telling myself to remain calm—to remind myself
to swim closer to shore. And, I think all that is about training your mind as well as your body. But,
sometimes I think if it's so mental, why am I training so hard? (Laughs)

Grayson would be 30 years old now. Do you think of him often? Oh yeah. How could you
not? It's like having a relationship with somebody and they move on, and you always wonder what
happened to them. Did he have a family? If I'm swimming off Palos Verdes and I see the migration of
the gray whales, I always wonder if he's out there with them.

I have one question about Antarctica. Did you ever think before that swim, "You know if I
have to fill my teeth with fluoride so they don't shatter, maybe I should think twice about this?"
Well, actually that came from a book by Apsley Cherry-Garrard called The Worst Journey in the
World. He and a friend were in Antarctica during the winter, and the climate made their teeth shatter.

I realized it wasn't going to be that cold—because I swam there during the summer—but I didn't
know how swimming in 32 degree weather would affect me. Would it damage my hearing? Would
the goggles be affected? Nobody knew. The best thing to do is try to protect against everything. And
that's why I had my teeth infused with fluoride and why we used dental material to protect my ear
canal.

What's your next swim? Any other dangerous places you're thinking of? The backyard
swimming pool. (Laughs) Right now I'm just happy to swim wherever I am. I'm headed to Florida, so
maybe I'll swim with the alligators and sharks.

Do you train with a coach? I haven't trained with a coach since my late teens. I've pretty much
coached myself. I feel like I know my body better than anybody else. I know when I need to push
myself and when I need to slack off.

For Antarctica I did a lot of work on the ball and core training. I would usually do this for about an
hour because I had to keep my head above water—precisely because your body heat leaves through
your head.

How did you stay self-motivated during your land training? When you try new things, you're
always the worst at something, but you have to convince yourself that nobody is watching and
nobody cares. My neighbor said to me as I was training, "I thought I was really awful, but then I saw
you, Lynne." (Laughs) I just said, "Suzy, I'm here to show you how far you've come."
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Text-Dependent Analysis Prompt

10. The topic of Lynne Cox as a swimmer and as an author is covered in the passage.
Write an essay analyzing how Lynne Cox's experience as a swimmer relates to her
experience as an author. Use evidence from the passage to support your response.

Writer's Checklist for the
Text-Dependent Analysis Prompt

PLAN before you write

Make sure you read the prompt carefully.
Make sure you have read the entire passage carefully.
Think about how the prompt relates to the passage.
Organize your ideas on scratch paper. Use a thought map, outline, or other
graphic organizer to plan your essay.

FOCUS while you write

• Analyze the information from the passage as you write your essay.
Make sure you use evidence from the passage to support your response.
Use precise language, a variety of sentence types, and transitions in your essay.
Organize your paper with an introduction, body, and conclusion.

PROOFREAD after you write

I wrote my final essay in the answer booklet.

D I stayed focused on responding to the prompt.

I used evidence from the passage to support my response.

I corrected errors in capitalization, spelling, sentence formation, punctuation,
and word choice.
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10. The topic of Lynne Cox as a swimmer and as an author is covered in the passage.
Write an essay analyzing how Lynne Cox's experience as a swimmer relates to her
experience as an author. Use evidence from the passage to support your response.

I GO ON
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I GO ON
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After you have checked your work, close your answer booklet and
test booklet so your teacher will know you are finished.

STOP
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Text-Dependent Analysis Scoring Guideline

#10 Item Information

Alignment B-K.1.1.1 Depth of Knowledge 3 Mean Score 1.66

Assessment Anchor:

E06.B-K.1-Key Ideas and Details

Specific Assessment Anchor Descriptor addressed by this item:

E06.B-K.1.1.1-Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences and/or generalizations drawn from the text.

Score Description

4

•

•

Effectively addresses all parts of the task demonstrating in-depth analytic understanding of
the text(s)
Effective introduction, development, and conclusion identifying an opinion, topic, or
controlling idea related to the text(s)
Strong organizational structure that effectively supports the focus and ideas
Thorough analysis of explicit and implicit meanings from text(s) to effectively support claims,
opinions, ideas, and inferences
Substantial, accurate, and direct reference to the text(s) using relevant key details, examples,
quotes, facts, and/or definitions
Substantial reference to the main idea(s) and relevant key details of the text(s) to support the
writer's purpose
Skillful use of transitions to link ideas

Effective use of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary drawn from the text(s) to
explain the topic and/or to convey experiences/events
Few errors, if any, are present in sentence formation, grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization,
and punctuation; errors present do not interfere with meaning

3

•

•

Adequately addresses all parts of the task demonstrating sufficient analytic understanding of
the text(s)
Clear introduction, development, and conclusion identifying an opinion, topic, or controlling
idea related to the text(s)
Appropriate organizational structure that adequately supports the focus and ideas
Clear analysis of explicit and implicit meanings from text(s) to support claims, opinions,
ideas, and inferences

Sufficient, accurate, and direct reference to the text(s) using relevant details, examples,
quotes, facts, and/or definitions
Sufficient reference to the main idea(s) and relevant key details of the text(s) to support the
writer's purpose
Appropriate use of transitions to link ideas
Appropriate use of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary drawn from the text(s)
to explain the topic and/or to convey experiences/events
Some errors may be present in sentence formation, grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization,
and punctuation; errors present seldom interfere with meaning
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Score Description

2

Inconsistently addresses some parts of the task demonstrating partial analytic understanding
of the text(s)
Weak introduction, development, and/or conclusion identifying an opinion, topic, or
controlling idea somewhat related to the text(s)

• Weak organizational structure that inconsistently supports the focus and ideas
Weak or inconsistent analysis of explicit and/or implicit meanings from text(s) that somewhat
supports claims, opinions, ideas, and inferences
Vague reference to the text(s) using some details, examples, quotes, facts, and/or definitions
Weak reference to the main idea(s) and relevant details of the text(s) to support the writer's
purpose
Inconsistent use of transitions to link ideas

• Inconsistent use of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary drawn from the text(s)
to explain the topic and/or to convey experiences/events
Errors may be present in sentence formation, grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation; errors present may interfere with meaning

1

Minimally addresses part(s) of the task demonstrating inadequate analytic understanding of
the text(s)
Minimal evidence of an introduction, development, and/or conclusion
Minimal evidence of an organizational structure
Insufficient or no analysis of the text(s); may or may not support claims, opinions, ideas, and
inferences
Insufficient reference to the text(s) using few details, examples, quotes, facts, and/or
definitions
Minimal reference to the main idea(s) and/or relevant details of the text(s)
Few, if any, transitions to link ideas
Little or no use of precise language or domain-specific vocabulary drawn from the text(s)
Many errors may be present in sentence formation, grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization,
and punctuation; errors present often interfere with meaning
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1

Read the poem below about sharing a story with others. Then answer the
questions that follow.

I,

j
I
s:
i

A Boat Beneath a Sunny Sky
by Lewis Carroll

A boat beneath a sunny sky,
Lingering onward dreamily
In an evening of July—

Children three that nestle near,

Eager eye and willing ear,
Pleased asimple tale to hear—

Long has paled that sunny sky:
Echoes fade and memories die:

Autumn frosts have slain July.

Still she haunts me, phantomwise,
AUce moving under skies
Never seen by waking eyes.
Children yet, the tale to hesi,
Eager eye and willing ear,
Lovingly shall nesde near.
In a Wonderland they lie,
Dreaming as the days go by,
Dreammg as the summers die:
Ever drifting down the stream—
Lingering in thegolden dream—
Life, what is it but a dream?
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Pretest

I. As used ia the poem,what does the word
paled mean?

A gatheral
B stayed
C dimmed

D floated

2. The author probably used rf^rne ui this
poem to

A ma]ffi the poem easier to read.
B make the poem movequidd^
G make the poem fit for ciiildren.

D maEe the jpoem flow nicely.

3. ^iy does the poet s^' that Alice
"haunts" him?

A She is the ghost of someone; he once
loved.

B It is^imppssible to forget .about her,
C She reminds him of wami July days.
D She is beside him at the stream.

y{

/,-

4. 'Which word best describes die poet?

A funny
B smpid

r

A

II
'• ^ ^-

C sentimental

angry

5. ^iyhich is an example of alliteration?
A "A. boat beneath a sunny sly
B "Lmgpringonward dreamily^
C '^lioeinoving under skia'
Q Amamnf[o^}iay^^am]uif
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Pretest

Read the^assage below about the ways that we share our history with one
another. Then axuwer the quesrions that follow.

r

Is:

y-

•s.,

Jf''

I
Important ideas and events in history are

illustrated in many ways. People use symbols
and slogans, monuments and buUdings, and
pacriodc songs to share important historical
information.

Syinbolsand Slogans
One of the most important symbols in the

United States is the American flag. You have
probably heard of Betsy Ross—she made the
first American flag. George Washington himself
paid a visit to Betsy and asked her to sew the
flag for the new nauon. The original flag had
thirteen stars in a circle. These thirteen stars
represented the thirteen colonies. Now our
flag has fifty stars to represent the fifty states
and thirteen stripes to represent those original
thirteen colonies.

The Pennsylvania state flag is another
importantsymbol. The flag is blue and has
the state coat of arms. This coat of arms is
actually the coat of arms dfthePenn family,
the founders of Pennsylvania. There are draft
horse on either side of the coat of arms and
an American eagle on top. On the fiag are the
words, "Virme, Liberty and Independence.
These words are considered a sloean.

Other slogans in our country are "In God
We Trust," which is found on all American
money, and "Give me liberty or give me
death!"—the words spoken by Patrick Henry
in 1775. Henry gave a speech that he hoped
would make people excited about the
revolution against the British.

Monuments and Buildmgs
There are many important monuments

and buildings in the United States. Many of
these are in Washington, D.C. For example,
the White House is the home of our President.
The Capitol Building is where Congress meets.
The Washington, JeflFerson, and Lincoln
Memorials are also in Washington, D.C.
These honor three impoftant presidents.

Pennsylvania's own history is shown
in its monuments. Many monuments honor
those who fought and lost their lives in the
Revolutionary War. Pennsylvania also has the
Liberty Bell. The BeU rang to call drizens to
hear the first public reading of the Declaj'adon
of. Independence. You can find the original
Liberty Bell and the original Gettysburg
Address at Independence Hall.

The state capitol building is located in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (even though many
who live outside of Pennsylvania think that
Philadelphia is the state capital!). It was
dedicated in 1906 by President Theodore
Roosevelt.

*
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Patriotic Songs
The best known patriotk:song is our

national anthem, "The Stai-Spangled Banner."
The song is based on a poem written ly
Rancis Scott Key dunng the attack on^Fort
McFiemy during the'%^r of 1812. Qthei^
patriotic soiigs include "God Bless America, ^America theBeautiful,""?vfy Country 'Tis of,_
Thee," and "Stars and Stripes Boreyen" Eaeh.Qf
these songs celebrates America and theM^ls of
ourcountry., . ;

When you dunk of patriotk: songs, you
probably imagine that these songs; are several
hundi^ of yean^^'Ehe^offiaal song of ^te
CcuimiGCT^thofI^njns)d^^ ,
much youngerthan that! i^ittenby Eddie ; ^.
KKotuy^and^wie Bonnes "lE^nii^^
w^adc>pted as,the office state
November 19,1990. ^ ;, ^

Oiir histoiy can Gertainly be tracectin many;
different (ways!

I'-;iT

7. 15ie se]ecti<msays^at'<^shingtoiK ;;,y,
Kimself paid a ^t to Betsys andLasfcat her,/
to sew die flag &r the new natMn." What',
does the wonl paid mean In tbls^ sentence
A

B

allowed

told
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8. As used in the passage, what does ^
goganmean?

I

"»ts

A impcirtantverb
B mottoi

Cl ^yarning
D advice '
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9. As used in this passage, the word eatr,^.
means' ' •-^A-:.'^I"-:'.^<'.,.
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; way to share Nsrorical informadon.
B^ JIttokes a longiame^tp ch^
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X^ i George ^shington asked Betsy Ross

? MY ^tp deign the.first flag.
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Pretest

11. Which of these is an opinion?

A "The official song of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
however, is much younger than that!"

B "Pennsylvania's own history is shown
in its monuments.

C "When you think of patriodc songs,
you probably imagine that these
songs are several liundreds of years

D George Washington himself paid a
visit to Betsy and asked her to sew
the flag for the new nadon.

I

I

12. Read Ac following sentence froin the
passage.

"Henry gave a speech that he hoped
would make people excited about the
fCT-oturion against the British.
What does the word revolution mean?

A rebellion

B rotation

C change
c/

D riot

;' .
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